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Scaleforum 2012
L e isu re Centre
Gu ildford Road
L e at herhead
Su rre y KT 2 2 9 B L

Saturday 29th September 2012 10.30am – 5.30pm
(Advanced ticket holders from 10.15am)
Sunday 30th September 2012 10.00am – 4.30pm
(Advanced ticket holders from 9.45am)

Welcome to the 36th Scaleforum – the flagship show of the Scalefour Society.
The organising team hopes that you will have a very enjoyable time at the exhibition. We have assembled a wide range of
layouts representing all periods of railway history, and these are supported by traders, demonstrators and other exhibits.
Layouts on display vary from the representation of the GWR broad gauge shown on Dorchester Junction to the relatively
modern period shown on Western Road Diesel Depot and include lots of variations in between. We also have, for the first
time, a 2mm Scale layout representing exact scale modelling at 2mm to the foot. The exhibits are organised in two
locations so please make sure that you see everything.
Whilst Scaleforum is organised primarily for members of the Society, we welcome the many visitors who are not members
and hope that you will find much of interest. For those who may be interested in joining the Society at the special
Scaleforum rate, the Membership desk can be found in the Society area on the first floor.
We aim to provide an opportunity for all those who are interested in model railways to meet, talk, exchange ideas and be
impressed by the high standard of modelling on display. To encourage discussion, there are no barriers around the
layouts, so please feel free to talk to layout operators and to those who are demonstrating, since sharing information is
what the show is about.
General information
The show is in two locations in the building and traders and layouts will be found in both areas. The main hall containing
the larger layouts and most of the traders is on the ground floor and is accessed via the stairs from the first floor, and
also, once you have paid for entry, from the ground floor foyer. Smaller layouts, the remainder of the traders and most of
the demonstrations will be found on the first floor. You will also find the Society area on the first floor along with some of
our visiting Societies.
Guidance and security
The exhibition help desk will be found on the first floor, next to the Scalefour Society stand, and this should be the first
point of call for anyone who has queries about the show or where to find a stand. Committee members and the organising
team will be wearing name badges. Stewards will be found around the exhibition and can be identified by blue tabards.
If you need help, directions or have an emergency please ask at the help desk, any steward, or anyone with a name
badge. Please look after you own coats and bags and report anything suspicions to the help desk or any steward.
Refreshments are located in two places. On the ground floor, the café will be serving hot and cold drinks, sandwiches
and light snacks. Main meals and hot and cold drinks will be available in the restaurant area on the first floor. A bar is
available on the first floor, and vending machines will also be found on the first floor near to the exhibition hall main door.
First aid will be provided by the Leisure Centre staff. In the event that this is needed, please ask at the help desk, or
speak to a steward.
A public address system will be in operation and can be used to relay urgent messages. If you need to get a message to
someone please ask at the help desk or the Society area.
Photography is permitted but please ask the layout operators or anyone else before taking pictures. Please note that the
use of tripods is restricted to the official photographers working on behalf of the Society and accredited magazine staff
only. We would ask that photographers ensure that their activities do not restrict the viewing of layouts by visitors. David
Brandreth who produces the show Retrospective will be pleased to receive pictures either at the show or afterwards at
retrospectives@scalefour.org Users of digital cameras will be able to download pictures whilst at the show; please
enquire at the Society area.
Accessibility: The exhibition is on two floors and there is a lift from the main entrance to the first floor. Visitors who
need to buy tickets should use the main entrance on the first floor. Wheelchair users, and advanced ticket holders will be
able to use the entrance on the ground floor. Those ticket holders who return for a second visit on the Sunday may also
use the ground floor entrance.
Smoking is not permitted anywhere in the Leisure Centre building.
Acknowledgements
The organising team wishes to thank all those Society members and our guests who have brought layouts along or who
have put on demonstrations, and the leisure centre staff for their support in staging this event. We would also like to
thank the Committee of the Scalefour Society for their support in the planning leading up to the event. Particular thanks
are due to our former Chairman Jim Summers, who has designed and produced this guide.
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Scalefour Society area
The Society area is the place where you will find members of the Committee, so if you are already a member do stop to have
a chat. We will be pleased to deal with any queries that you might have or suggestions about how the Society is run and how
we might do things better. If you are not a member, come and talk to us anyway, find out what the Society is all about and
the benefits of membership. More importantly, if you have any queries about any aspect of railway modelling this is the
place to ask for assistance. If we cannot help immediately we will point you in the direction of someone who can.
In the Society area you will find our Membership Secretary, Danny Cockling, who will be pleased to tell you all about
membership, deal with queries from existing members and enrol new members.
The Competitions
Anyone wishing to enter any of the competitions or put items in the showcase should contact Terry Bendall
(terrybendall@scalefour.org) who will provide details of what is required.
Ÿ The Chairman’s Cup aims to develop high standards of modelling skills by members of the Society. To
encourage this, the Society will award the Chairman’s Cup to the builder of the model which, in the opinion
of the judges, best illustrates the visual characteristics of the full-size equivalent which it represents.
Entries for this competition will be on display in the Society area.
Ÿ The Deputy Chairman’s Cup aims to encourage technical innovation in railway modelling. The award
will be made to an individual or to a company who, in the opinion of the judges, has produced an innovation,
device, jig or other modelling aid that enhances or improves railway modelling or makes a process easier,
quicker or more accurate. Details of the entries for this event will be in the Society area.
Ÿ The Armchair Modellers’ Challenge is designed to encourage members of the Society to get out of
their armchairs and actively do some modelling. The Armchair Modellers’ Challenge for 2012 has the
theme of coaching stock. Because of the amount of work involved in constructing coaches, two classes will
be run. Class 1 will be for coaching stock constructed from scratch or from kits, and Class 2 for converted
and detailed ready-to-run items. These two classes will enable those who are less sure about their
capabilities to develop skills through a project with fewer demands. The winner will be judged by the
visitors to Scaleforum so don’t forget to have a look at the entries and cast your vote.
The Members’ Showcase will be found in the Society area and allows members to display models that they do not wish to
enter into a competition. Any member of the Society can put models on display.
The Eileen’s Emporium Prize
The Society is very pleased to announce a second year of the new prize sponsored by Derek Russan, owner of Eileen’s
Emporium. This will be awarded for the best example of a scratchbuilt model of any type seen at the show and will consist
of a £50 voucher to be spent at Eileen’s Emporium. Entries may be made at Scaleforum and may be a model on a layout,
on a demonstration stand or anywhere else within the show, including models entered for another competition,. The model
should be essentially scratchbuilt from any materials, but the use of bought-in items such as wheels is permitted. The judges
will be looking for the item which best exemplifies the Society's approach to finescale modelling.
The Model Railway Journal Chalice
The MRJ Chalice was established in 1986 to mark the Society’s tenth anniversary and is awarded by Wild Swan Publications.
No formal entry is required as the judges, who are appointed by MRJ, select the winner from anywhere in the show, whether
on a layout, in one of the demonstrations, on a trade stand, or in another competition. The judges will be seeking models
which show excellence in 4mm scale modelling.
The York Trophy
The York Trophy is presented in memory of the late Ken York and is awarded to the layout which,
in the opinion of those attending, is the most interesting or gives the most pleasure. This means
exactly what it says and does not necessarily mean the best technically or the best modelled
layout. Therefore an incomplete or beginner’s layout has as much chance of winning as one
which is complete or well established. The trophy will be awarded to the layout gaining the most
votes from the visiting public. Please cast your vote on the form issued on your arrival.

The Scalefour Stores
Jeremy Suter will be found with the Society’s own Stores stand in the Society area. On sale will be the essential gauges
necessary for accurate modelling to P4 standards along with materials for building your own trackwork. The lever frame kits,
the jigs to Dave Doe’s designs, the Palatine aids to making couplings, and of course the correct profile conductor rail and
supports will be here, together with other essential items for working in P4. The new Bryan Morgan kits for point operation
will also be available. There is always something new.
The Society’s two publications have sold well, but you can still obtain copies here of the book on the building of St Merryn,
written by members of the South London group and the book on the use of Alex Jackson couplings by Dave Booth.
Jeremy offers a bespoke profile milling service and will be please to provide details on request.

Bring and Buy Stand
Begin now to start setting aside your surplus items for sale. Items should be listed on the form with this issue, or you can
download a form from the web site. Copies will also be available at Scaleforum. Simply list your items on it, decide how
much you want for them and label the items accordingly. You can keep an eye on how things are going and reduce (or raise!)
your prices at any time. Please read carefully the notes on the back of the form relating to the labelling of items and the
conditions of sale. Items for sale may be handed in at any time, but selling will not start until 11.00 am on the Saturday,
and 10.30 am on the Sunday. This will apply to visitors and all exhibitors. All goods must be paid for at the time of purchase.
We will accept books for sale but these must be on railway prototype or modelling, and be in good condition.
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Travel by Road

Being part of it -

Unless travelling locally, use the M25 motorway, leaving at
Junction 9: The Leisure Centre is signposted from both town
centre and bypass (the A243/ A24/ A246), and there is free
parking within the Leisure Centre car parks. Satnav: KT22
9BL. In these difficult times, why not consider sharing
vehicles? Using the Society's e-mail group, P4_talk or the
Forum, why not try to arrange to pick up other members?

reaching
Leatherhead
Travel by Rail
From Leatherhead station take the footpath indicated on
the sketchplan - approximately 15 minutes walk.
Trains from London to Leatherhead (direct services)
Saturday
Direct from Waterloo - at xx09, xx24, xx39, and xx54.
Journey time 41/45 minutes (South West Trains)
Direct from Victoria - at xx01 and xx31.
Journey time 45 minutes (Southern Trains)
Sunday
Direct from Victoria at xx08 and xx38.
Journey time 50 minutes. (Southern Trains)
No weekend engineering work is planned, but it is wise to
check with National Rail Enquiries nearer the time.

Taxis
Leatherhead Taxis
Leatherhead Express
A A Taxis
A to B Cars
Centre Cars
Mole Valley Premier
Taxi rank at station

01372
01372
01372
01372
01372
01372
01372

370307, 01372 817817
363252
452228
812120
362727
450000
376767

Travel by Air
With the costs of flights from major towns and cities at competitive rates, consider flying into Gatwick - the rail link is
relatively easy and involves a trip on First Great Western from Gatwick to Dorking Deepdene station, a short walk to Dorking
station (250 m north of Deepdene station) and thence continuing on by South West Trains to Leatherhead. Journey times are
about an hour or so. Alternatively, you can get there via East Croydon, taking the tram link (6 or 7 minute service) to West
Croydon before continuing your journey on Southern Trains to Leatherhead. From Heathrow there is an express bus (X26)
from the Central bus station to Kingston bus station: They run at xx:22 and xx:52 with a journey time of about 43 minutes.
From Kingston take the half-hourly service (465) to Leatherhead - this bus drops off outside the entrance to the Leisure
Centre: Journey time is approximately 1 hour and is operated by Arriva Buses.

Our 21st year at Leatherhead - be part of it
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Wansbeck Road
presented by Mick Simpson
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Built to 2mm scale with 9.24 mm track gauge, Wansbeck Road represents a County Durham colliery village station and is
set in the period 1957 - 1962. Although some of the structures on it are based on prototype locations the layout has no
connection with any place, being purely a figment of my imagination. The layout has been designed to be viewed from what
is described as normal viewing distance (NVD) which in 2mm scale can be anything from between 15" to 2' 6". I have tried
to model everything to a consistent overall standard, which is where I feel some models fail. Visitors to Scaleforum can judge
if I have been successful.
Baseboards are fairly standard, being 6mm plywood box section glued and pinned with cross-members 'hole sawed' to make
them as lightweight as possible. Trackwork is constructed to the standards of the 2mm Scale Association using a plastic track
base for plain track and pointwork of soldered construction. Track components are obtainable from the 2mm Scale Association.
Buildings are all scratchbuilt from balsa wood and cardboard covered with brick papers. Windows are to my own design of
etching, manufactured for me by Fence Houses Model Foundry. The sleeper fence at the foot of the embankment is made
from plywood strips, each one 'planted' individually! Locomotives are largely scratchbuilt. Some diesels do appear, and
Bachmann items have been converted to fine scale. Rolling stock is a combination of scratch and kitbuilt items, all sporting
finescale wheels or running on 2mm Scale Association etched wagon chassis. Coaching stock amounts to a repainted and
re-wheeled Minitrix Gresley brake composite, an etched ex-North Eastern clerestory, and two of the excellent Bachmann Mk
I coaches. All have extra detail added. Couplings are home-made to a design of fellow Association member John Whitehead
and are known as ELECTRA couplings. It surprises me that more people do not use them.
A working single decker bus, based on the Faller Road System, was added to the line up in 2006. This involved re-modelling
the left-hand end of the layout and the scenic break, which became a road overbridge over which the bus trundles making
its way to and from the village. During summer 2009 the layout was extended to a through station with a fiddle yard at either
end. Whilst this involves only a very modest extension in terms of additional trackwork it has created the opportunity to add
more buildings in and around the station area. Again some of these are based on prototype structures. There has also been
an expansion of the working road vehicle operation. There are only 20 inches of additional trackwork not including the fiddle
yard but it breaks new ground for 2mm fine scale in that it is probably the first example of Easitrac to see the exhibition
circuit. Easitrac is a finescale track system designed and originally produced by a small group of 2mm Scale Association
members, but the product is now available to all members through the 2mm Scale Association mail order shop. Anyone
interested in 2mm finescale modelling is invited to speak to the operators for more information.
In total Wansbeck Road has been under construction for 24 years, and is still incomplete . . .
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Showing
and
telling
Modelling the Periods of the UK Railway
This year we will be continuing the concept begun last year of demonstrations showing all the aspects involved in
modelling a specific period of railway history, and these will be supported by more specific themes.
Modelling the Pre-Grouping railway
With two layouts based on Scottish prototypes and including features of the pre-Grouping scene in Scotland, the preGrouping demonstration this year has a focus on the railways north of the boarder. We welcome to Scaleforum Allan
Ferguson who models the Caledonian Railway and who will be explaining the techniques that he uses and where kits and
parts for Scottish prototypes can be obtained.
Modelling the British Railways period
The British Railways period from 1948 to the end of steam is a deservedly popular period for many railway modellers. At
the 2011 AGM Ray Warner showed part of his impressive model of Shrewsbury station and at Scaleforum last year he
won the Chairman’s Cup with models of signals for the project. Ray returns to show us progress with the model.
Modelling the Diesel and Electric era
The growing interest in the diesel and electric era reflects the interests of railway modellers of the more recent
generations, although not exclusively so. This year we welcome Justin Newitt who will be showing how he has developed
sprung bogies for ready-to-run models of diesel prototypes using readily available components. In addition Jon Newham
will be showing part of his layout which is based in Laira Diesel Depot in Plymouth and the techniques that he uses.

Supporting the modelling of periods of railway history
Getting started in P4
Arguably the best sort of person to show what is involved in getting started in P4 modelling is someone who is themselves
new. John McAleely is just such a person and will be showing his progress towards building a small shunting layout set
in the BR “Blue” period. He will have on display his sprung loco chassis, wagons built mainly from brass kits and examples
of track built using Exactoscale kits. John’s table is an essential port of call for anyone who is starting out in P4.
Flatbottom track construction
Colin Craig probably knows more about modelling the contemporary permanent way than any other modeller and is an
invaluable source of information about modern trackwork. He will tell you how many different sorts of Pandrol clip there
are and how they differ. He will have his templates and kits for the construction of flatbottom track and turnouts on sale.
Radio control of trains
We welcome to Scaleforum for the first time Tony Hagon of Acc+Ess Protocab, who will be showing his radio control
system of train control whereby trains use on-board rechargeable batteries to power their motors. Each model locomotive
contains a control unit and battery, both connected to the motor. The control unit interprets wireless signals and manages
the flow of power from the battery to the motor. The concept of controlling battery powered trains wirelessly has been
around for many years, but only recently has the technology caught up to enable it to be done effectively. Tony will be
demonstrating his system and will hopefully be able to take orders for the products which he plans to have available at the
end of the year.

The Scalefour Helpdesks
An innovation for this year will be the Scaleforum help desks. Providing not quite a demonstration, and not quite a
workshop, various members of the Society have agreed to come along with in-depth help and advice on a range of topics,
and where appropriate will help you to have a go.
Chassis construction and wheel conversion
For those who are concerned about chassis construction or worried about wheel conversion, Mike Ainsworth will be on
hand to advise on the most effective methods to use. If you have a troublesome chassis bring it along and Mike will have
a look. He won’t promise to fix it there and then, but will at least suggest some possible solutions. Phillip Hall, who is
one of the official photographers at Scaleforum, and is an acknowledged expert in chassis building and converting readyto-run locos, will also be available for you to benefit from his wealth of experience.
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Soldering
For those who are struggling with soldering, Roger Sawyer is the person to see. Roger will have a range of soldering
equipment available and will be able to guide you through the steps to success in what is sometimes called the “black art”
and you can have a go under Roger’s expert guidance.
Layout planning
Layout planning is an art in itself and knowing what happens on the prototype is an invaluable aid to building a convincing
layout. We welcome back to Scaleforum Martin Nield, sometime guest editor of Model Railway Journal and builder of the
much admired Eccleston. Martin will be available to advise on the steps involved in planning a successful layout and how
prototype practice can be replicated in a model.
Using Templot
Once the layout is designed in overall terms, the detail of the track formation then needs to be planned, and the freely
available Templot software is a popular way of doing this. For those who are unfamiliar with Templot, expert track builder
Tony Wilkins will be available to advise on the best way of using the program: bring your design along on a memory stick
and Tony will advise on how to proceed with the planning.
CAD/CAM and laser cutting
The use of computers to design and make components for the railway modeller is increasing and is a very good way of
saving time yet producing accurate models. Jonathan Buckie will be on hand to advise on the use of these new
technologies, including the use of a laser cutter and how they can assist the railway modeller.

Looking and enjoying the railways on show

Western Road
Diesel Depot

Presented by Mike Anson
Western Road fits firmly in the category of railway modelling as a means of evoking childhood memories. In this case,
trainspotting around the Bristol area in the late 1970s: the blue/grey era, the last throes of the Westerns and long hot
summers. To be more precise, the time period is specifically 1976, though some flexibility around this is allowed. As to the
location, Western Road is somewhere in Devon or Cornwall and if pressed it could be Long Rock, Penzance if this had been
reconstructed in the 1960s.
The layout was constructed as an entry in the Scalefour Society’s 1883 Challenge. The plan tries to create a feeling of
spaciousness since in reality depots did take up a lot of real estate. Having the backscene of two carriage sidings has
proved very effective in helping achieve this. Structures are based on Western Region prototypes: the fuelling shed and
water tower from Bristol Bath Road and the lifting shop is a reduced version of Landore. The rolling stock is appropriate
for the period and area and without too many celebrity locomotives. However, this sometimes slips in order to
accommodate a few more diesel hydraulics. Generally though, Western Road is intended to look like a normal boring diesel
depot on an ordinary day. A few sound-fitted locomotives are available on the roster,and this certainly adds to the
atmosphere. Hopefully you will enjoy seeing what is on shed over the weekend.
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Brixcombe
Presented by the Farnham & District Model

Railway Club

Brixcombe is the club's first P4 exhibition layout and represents a fictitious, busy seaside resort in the Torbay area of south
Devon. In addition to the usual mix of local and express passenger movements, there are two local goods trains each day
and the despatch of the overnight fish catch to the London market. Since the two members of the team with the majority
of the stock model different periods, you may find yourself watching Dean or Armstrong classes in their Edwardian finery
or Stars and Granges hauling trains in the 'shirtbutton' livery of the 1930s. We try to operate both periods in the course of
a weekend. Depending on progress with stock construction, some trains may well appear in the “Lake” livery of 19121922. Almost all the stock is kitbuilt, with just the odd converted proprietary interloper.
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Colinton
Presented by

Alastair Dickson

Colinton was built as an entry for the Scalefour Society’s 1883 layout competition and replicates an actual location on the
Caledonian Railway’s Balerno Branch to the south west of Edinburgh. The layout is set in the 1960s. The location was
chosen because there was freight traffic generated by paper and grain mill operations along the length of the branch as
well as the station itself. The track layout and lack of a run round loop in the station provide for restricted shunting
movements that add interest to the operation of the layout. With the removal of signalling in the early 1900s one engine
in steam is the norm for operation which simplifies operations. Passenger train traffic was discontinued in 1943 so the
layout is normally a freight only operation. The large industrial building replicates the original “Scott’s Porridge Oats” Mill
which still remains on the site although now converted into flats.

Photo: David Goodwillie

Photo: David Goodwillie
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Dorchester Junction
Presented by Sam Bee

The layout depicts the junction of the GWR and LSWR to the
south of Dorchester - the two companies having separate
stations in the town - and a section of the main line towards
Weymouth. This line was opened in 1857, and the year
represented by the layout is 1867. At that time the GWR was
broad gauge and the LSWR was standard gauge with the track
from the junction to Weymouth being mixed gauge: this was
not converted to standard gauge until 1874. Signalling at the
time was by disc and crossbar signals using time interval
working. Of interest on the layout is the fact that the double
junction has no moving parts. The standard gauge usually
shares the outside rail but side steps are used to simplify the
track layout through mixed gauge pointwork.
The baulk road track work was built in-situ using bridge rail
supplied by the Broad Gauge Society. The broad gauge stock
is a mix of scratchbuilt and kit-built items. The LSWR
carriages are kits produced by the South Western Circle, with
standard gauge wagons either from kits or scratchbuilt. All
wheels are to P4 standards, and the locomotives have
compensated scratchbuilt chassis, most using Portescap
motors. Some locos have working inside motion. Liveries
are as near to the prototype as present knowledge permits.
The layout is now 25 years old and when acquired by the
present owner had been in store for several years. Since then
the scenery has been re-worked, much of the track has been
replaced and it has been completely re-wired.

Photos:
Top:
Centre:
Bottom:

Iron Duke class on a 1st Class Express
Hercules Tityos with a coal train
Iron Duke on the Great Britain Express
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Kyle of Sutherland
Presented by Stuart Holt

Kyle of Sutherland is a “work-inprogress” showing the passing loop
station of Culrain in Western Ross on
the Far North line of the former
Highland Railway from Inverness to
Wick and Thurso. The layout is set in
the period 1955-1962, towards the
end of which the last steam loco north
of Inverness had left.
The principal aim of Kyle of Sutherland
is to create a representation of an
actual ex-HR location, offering realistic
lineside views of prototype trains
which ran north of Inverness. The
high-level, theatre-style presentation
gives an intimate view of this
animated diorama. The proscenium
arch and wings are designed to constrain the sight lines, for improved realism. Interpretative displays describe the prototype
inspiration for the layout, and its construction.
Baseboards are 3’0” x 16’0” raised to a viewing height of 4’3”. The scenic section is 8’0” long, with a traverser at the northern
(Wick/Thurso) end, a hidden run-around, and cassettes at the southern (Inverness) end. The 30 foot radius curve through
the station is equivalent to almost half a mile on the prototype.
The operating sequence for Kyle of Sutherland compresses a day into approximately one hour. While every item of stock to
be found north of Culrain had to pass through Culrain at some time or other, artistic licence is taken to include the Dornoch
branch train and the Inverness to Tain locals in the sequence. Rolling stock is a prototypical mix from the pre-Grouping,
Grouping and early British Railways periods, much of it scratch or kit-built. Some of the stock is also presented as work in
progress.

“ . . . so it was with mixed feelings that I arrived at Leatherhead Leisure Centre for Scaleforum 1991.
The Committee had deliberated long and hard over the choice: would it attract the numbers? would the
catering be OK? would we be able to retain the special Scaleforum atmosphere? would we host a success or
failure in '91?
We needn't have worried; from the word “Go!” it was obvious that we were on to a winner”.
Andy Farquarson in 1991
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New Mere
Presented by Chris Longley

Photo: David Brandreth

Some visitors to Scaleforum may remember Mere Mk1, a small station on the erstwhile Wincanton and Warminster branch
of the Somerset and Dorset Railway. This showed what might have happened if Mere has become the terminus of a much
truncated through route. New Mere shows restoration as a through route so we now have through trains running between
Templecombe and Westbury plus a shuttle of Mere and Wincanton local services and the usual freight, milk and perishables
workings.
The track layout is based around Dorstone on the Golden Valley railway. Mere however is signalled and operated as a block
post. Nearly all the buildings have been recycled from the old layout with some new structures where required. Plain track
is by Exactoscale with turnouts built using a combination of C&L and Trax templates. Many of the locomotives and rolling
stock were in use on the previous layout with some new ones built.
An attempt has been made to create an operating sequence based on the Somerset and Dorset 1950 summer timetable,
although this may change, depending on the whims of the operators. Thus there are two Templecombe – Westbury through
trains each way daily, a Wincanton – Mere shuttle four to five times a day, and a Saturday only Warminster – Mere service
operated by the Western Region. On the goods side there are various workings including a milk and perishables train which
runs in the early afternoon

Photo: Tim Venton

"Leatherhead itself is nothing to write home about," opined one visitor, "but then neither is Bletchley.
This is what I came for," and he made a beeline for the demonstrators.
He was right, of course: the venue itself was far less important than the show.
Andy Farquarson in 1991
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Purveyor of quality railway books to a discerning clientele!
Aside from our own published range of titles, we stock a
wide selection of UK railway books from most of the
principal railway publishers - plus a unique range of
bargain titles.

AMONGST BOOKS PUBLISHED IN 2012:
The Southern Way - Issue. No 20
GWR SIGNAL BOX CATS - LIVERIES and ALLOCATIONS

Modelling the Southern
We will also have copies of our popular 2012 title:
‘RAILWAY BREAKDOWN CRANES - Part 1’
by Peter Tatlow
As well as our own titles, come and see the
biggest selection of books at the show.
VISA / MASTERCARD / SWITCH / DEBIT
A prompt and secure (post-free) mail order service is
available for our own publications by telephone, post,
or via the website.ebooks.co.uk
editorial@thesouthernway.co.uk
PO Box 279 Corhampton
SOUTHAMPTON SO32 3ZX
Tel / Fax 01489 877880
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Quai : 87
Modelling in 1:87 scale

by Brian Harrap

Early morning on QUAI:87.
No one around just yet, as the first traces of watery sunlight glint on the cobbled trackwork alongside the quai.
While it’s quiet, please do have a wander around down by the tram depot, along the canal and under the colonnaded
warehouses, poking down the alleyways as you go. Maybe cross over one of the swing bridges and take a look at the wagon
cooling house (looks like an engine shed) and then move around to the loco shed (looks like an engine shed). A loco may
be in there if the day’s activities haven’t started yet: mostly just moving wagons around for the fun of it.
Depending how the swing bridges have been left you may be able to cross directly over the water balancing canal (please
don’t be tempted to take a shortcut over the timbers taking the bypass line over the water: you’ll only end up in the drink)
and make your way along to the hoist, where wagons of coal are occasionally raised up to the elevated line and taken into
the stealth factory by their dedicated tractor. I regret persons riding the hoist and walking along the upper level is not
permitted, although I’m told it is a splendid viewpoint for watching shunting operations down on the quai – well perhaps if
you ask nicely. You may be able to spend a while watching the trains and the trams from up there, as the non-railway minded
will likely spend a bit of time in the plant nursery and on the flower barge.
If you would like a more in-depth commentary on QUAI:87 pick up a flyer on the stand.
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Sankley
Presented by
Woking Miniature
Railway Society
Modellers

Sankley was built for the Scalefour Society’s 1883 layout challenge and is an imaginary location on the A 303 where it
bypasses Bourton in Somerset. The location allows the layout to be the terminus of a short branch from Bourton (GWR),
Wincanton (LMS/S&D) and Gillingham (SR) and is set in 1949. This allows a wide mix of pre-grouping and early BR stock
to be run with some prototypical justification. Track is mainly hand made using code 75 steel rail, plastic chairs and
plywood sleepers. Train control uses DC with the turnouts operated by Tortoise motors laid on their side.
For those considering making a change to P4, note that Sankley is a first attempt at working to P4 standards, which has
provided a lot of fun for the group.

“Record attendances on both days , smooth running, spacious halls and the indefinable mix of excitement and
inspiration - leavened with the historical perspective of P4 - 25 years old - ensured a truly memorable weekend [at
our first year in Leatherhead].”
Andy Farquarson
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Visiting Societies
There are always new things to learn about railway modelling, whatever the scale or prototype. We have this year invited to
Scaleforum societies dealing with things very narrow and things rather broader, as well as matters north of the border.

The 2mm Scale Association
In support of Wansbeck Road, we are delighted to host the 2mm Scale
Association. The scale has a long history as the smallest practical finescale
standard, and the Association exists to promote and facilitate modelling to
the scale of 2mm:1 ft. Members gain access to a wealth of knowledge and
to a wide, exclusive range of jigs, kits and components to support working
in this fascinating scale. Be prepared to be truly amazed at the level of
detail achieved by modellers in 2mm scale.
www.2mm.org.uk

The Broad Gauge Society
We welcome, in association with Dorchester Junction, the Broad Gauge Society, which is the essential Society for anyone
interested in accurate modelling of broad gauge prototypes. The Broad
Gauge Society was formed in 1980 to promote research into the 7ft
0¼in gauge railways of Britain in the 19th century. Although the initial
goal of the Society was to promote modelling of this period, as its
membership has grown, it has embraced interests covering all areas of
the railway operation, including historical research, industrial
archaeology, and model engineering, through to full size re-creation of
track and a working steam locomotive.
www.broadgauge.org.uk

Modelling the pre-Grouping Railways of Scotland
With the presence of two layouts based on Scottish prototypes, and a feature on modelling
pre-Grouping railways in Scotland, it is good see a joint stand with three of the established
Scottish line societies: Caledonian Railway Association ( www.crassoc.org.uk ),
Great North of Scotland Association ( www.gnsra.org.uk ), Highland Railway
Society ( www.hrsoc.org.uk ) all with lots of enthusiasm to impart and some of their
lovingly well-researched and produced specialist books.

Supplying your modelling requirements
Scaleforum has, we proudly believe, the best trade section for the finescale modeller and scratch builder of any
exhibition in the South East, covering everything from electrical components to the finest scenic details and
everything in between. Details of the traders are given below with stand numbers and location within the building.
247 Developments, Seven Acres, Meltham Road, Marsden, West Yorkshire, HD7 6JZ
Tel: 01484 840996
E-mail: www.247developments.co.uk
Stand number 32 main hall
We offer a range of steam-era nameplates, smoke box plates, shed codes and works plates. The big four and British Railways are well represented
and there is a small range of pre-grouping names and numbers. Also available are etched brass coach side overlays, with TPO sides and parts
for the LMS, LNWR, GWR, LNER, M&GN JPS and HR, complemented by coach detailing parts in brass and whitemetal. Loco detail parts include:
crank pins, vac pipes, whistles, darts, balance weights, bearings, fire irons, three link couplings cast white metal parts, and cast whitemetal
figures for: loco crews, ashpit gangs, cleaners, maintenance, and a selection of related reference books. Ask! We might just have it . . .

ABS Models, 39 Napier Road, Hamworthy, Poole, Dorset BH15 4JX

Stand number 34 main hall

Tel: 01202 672891 www.keykits.net E-mail info@keykits.net
Adrian Swain’s products are only available by mail order or at exhibitions. Adrian produces a variety of items for the 4 mm scale modeller
including his “Four Most Models” wagon kits and the “Streetscene” series of road vehicles. Also on sale will be an extensive range of coach
and wagon detailing accessories.

Alan Gibson (Workshop), PO Box 597, Oldham, OL1 9FQ

Stand number 26 main hall

Tel: 0161 678 1607. Fax: 0161 785 8208. Mon to Fri 8.30am to 6pm, Sat 9.00am to 1.00pm. www.alangibsonworkshop.com E-mail:
sales@alangibsonworkshop.com
We have a wide range of items available including 19 types of carriage and wagon wheels, 32 types of bogie/ tender wheels and 83 types of
driving wheel – all available to “OO”, “EM” and 18.83 gauges. In response to many requests we also offer replacement wheel packs for
ready-to-run locomotives covering the Bachmann, Heljan and Hornby ranges. Our product range includes cast figures, signal and structure
components, bearings, back-to-back gauges, moulded brake gear, milled locomotive and tender mainframes, etched coupling rods and valve
gear, 26 types of sprung buffers and over 250 loco detailing parts. We have also reintroduced the signal components and signal kits. We
continue to re-tool a number of our castings to improve the quality and cut down on the work the modeller has to do. We have also been
adding to our range of sprung loco and wagon buffers, and we continue to increase the range of brass wheel centred kits - please ask at our
stand. Our high quality locomotive and tender kits are produced in batches when interest in a kit reaches the economical production quantity
- we are taking notes of interest across our entire range of kits: please ask for a form on the stand or download it from the web site. New
products will be publicised on the stand and in the latest copy of our Newsletter which is also available by e-mail subscription.

“Leatherhead 2012 will be the 39th event entitled 'Scaleforum': 22 at Leatherhead; 7 at City University; 5 at the
Commonwealth Institute; 4 at the Norfolk Gardens Hotel, Bradford and 1 at Portland Hall, London Poly.”
Danny Cockling in 2012
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AMBIS Engineering (est.1989)

Stand number 8 first floor

The Old House, 80 Westgate Street, Shouldham, Kings Lynn, Norfolk. PE33 0BH. www.ambisengineering.co.uk E-mail: ajaustin27@gmail.com
Manufacturers of component parts for railway modellers mainly in etched metal. This includes Lever Frames, Specialist rails, Point Rodding,
Stretcher Bars, aid for Alex Jackson coupling users, drawbar hooks (over 10 types), parts for wagon underframes and a range of windows and
doors for railway and industrial buildings. We also make Eastwell Ironstone Company simulated corrugated iron sheeting in 3 profiles. There
are over 300 different items in our current range most recently around 80 nameplates for industrial engines which is always expanding.

Branchlines, PO Box 4293, Westbury, Wiltshire, BA13 9AA

Stand number 37 main hall

Tel:/Fax 01373 822231 http://branchlines.blogspot.com
E-mail: sales@branchlines.com
Branchlines offers a large range
of precision motors from Mashima, Tenshodo and Canon, along with gearboxes and motor bogies for the popular modelling scales together
with other useful parts such as flywheels, bearings, drive shafts and split axle components. They are UK agents for the Black beetle range of
motor bogies to P4 standards and its companion dummy Beetle unpowered bogie with pick-ups. The same company’s solid nickel silver disc
wheels to P4 standards are usually available for use in re-wheeling Bachmann, Heljan and Hornby diesel locomotives and rolling stock. Loco
chassis and detailing parts are always popular, as is our extensive range of etched carriage kits for SE&CR, LB&SCR, SR and MR prototypes.
Branchlines offers a mail order service throughout the world and a fast turnround from extensive stocks.

Brassmasters Scale Models, PO Box 1137, Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands, B76 1FU
www.brassmasters.co.uk
E-mail: sales@brassmasters.co.uk
Stand number 6 first floor
Brassmasters celebrate their 25th Anniversary this year and as a thank-you to all their customers are offering a 25% price reduction
on their LMS loco kits (Black 5, Jubilee,•Patriot,•Royal Scot and 4F). The offer applies to anyone who buys one of these together with
a tender.
Following on from the successful kits for the Bachmann LNER A1 and Hornby A3 and A4, Brassmasters latest EasiChas kit is for the
Bachmann MR/LMS 3F 0-6-0. These are designed to convert RTR models to EM or P4 in the simplest possible way - without soldering.
A separate detail etch included in the EasiChas will also be available covering weight shaft and lifting links, replacement reach rod,
replacement reversing lever , front footsteps as fitted to some locos, cab and rear splasher beading as fitted to some locos, and
replacement chimney top to produce a Johnson chimney. For the tender , it will include replacement brake gear and guard irons and a
new footplate. Available separately will be a new set of frames, drag and buffer beams and axleboxes to produce a tender that has the
frames set closer to scale distance apart.
In addition the long-awaited•detailing kit for the D&S Cowans Sheldon 15 ton steam crane kit should be on sale.
The latest additions to the new range of bogie compensation units are for 6’4” and 10’6” bogies, and new accessories include etched
brass coupling hooks and pockets. The full range of etched windows, RTR-detailing kits for the LMS Rebuilt Patriot and Royal Scot,
Black 5, 8F , Crab, and Jinty, and accessories will be available on the stand. Diesel modellers are catered for by a detailing kit for the
Lima and Hornby Class 52 Western, the Bachmann Class 24/25 etches, and resin cab roof and fuel/water tank replacements.
The ever popular Cleminson 6-wheel chassis kits and the precision-turned brass axleboxes will also be on sale.

C&L Finescale Modelling Limited, Aran Lodge, Severn Road, Hallen, Bristol, BS10 7RX
Tel: 01179 505 470 www.finescale.org.uk E-mail: sales@finescale.org.uk
Stand number 20 main hall
C&L Finescale has recently expanded the components for the construction of prototypical scale trackwork in 4mm and 7mm scales.
The "turnout in a bag" kits include•finished common crossings and switch blades for ease of construction, and are now available in
crossing angles from 1 in 4 to 1 in 9, as well as in•single/double slips, 3-way and diamond crossings. These are ideal•for those new
to building track, made easy by the fact that chairs are glued to the sleepers, rather than being soldered.•Individual components
are available for the more experienced track builder . The full range of Carr's modelling products, including solder , fluxes, metal
treatments and rail cleaners etc. is available. Why not try the revolutionary Solder Cream? - solder and flux combined in a tube no mess, no waste, and no cleaning up! Ideal for tiny components,•and those places that are difficult to get at. We also sell a range
of ballast and other scenic products, as well as items to assist with baseboard alignment/fixing. There is the usual cork and foam
for your track base, along with our 'new' rubberised cork•material. We are UK distributor for Tortoise point motors and can offer
'value packs' of 6 motors. We also supply Fulgurex motors. Look out for our special 'Show Offers'.

Cambrian Models, 10 Long Road, Tydd Gote, Wisbech, PE13 5RB

Stand number 1 first floor

Tel: 01945 420511 cambrianmodels.co.uk E-mail via web site
The Cambrian 4mm scale range of plastic wagon kits covers a wide range of prototypes ranging from the pre-grouping period to the
contemporary scene, and includes a variety of private owner wagons.•••The range will be on sale at Scaleforum and the Cambrian web site
includes full details of what is available, together with prototype pictures and advice on assembly of the kits.

CD3D Modelmaking, 11 Spa Road, Harrogate, HG2 7JG

Stand number 15 first floor

Tel: 07972 087124 E-mail: laser@cd3d.co.uk
We offer a rapidly growing range of laser cut kits and detail parts from freelance British narrow gauge wagons to Canadian Pacific
building kits, in everything from 2mm scale right up to G gauge. As well as the standard kits we also offer a bespoke kit service for
those who want something we don't offer. This can be anything from a single window for a kit that is no longer produced, or a batch
of special wagons that you need for your layout. We also make a range of laser cut plants and foliage for those who want to take their
layout detail to the next level. If you have an idea for your layout that you would like to see come to fruition then come and have a
chat an we shall see what we can do for you.

Comet Models, Charnwood’, Firs Road, Ross on Wye, Herefordshire, HR9 5BH

Stand number 43 main hall

Tel : 05602 602188 www.cometmodels.co.uk
E-mail: sales@cometmodels.co.uk
Comet Models offer a continually developing range of products for the 4mm scale modeller . The range of well over 200 coach
kits and sides, covering the Big Four and early BR, makes it possible to run the correct train formation on your layout from the
1930s to the 1960s. We continue to offer locomotive chassis packs for use under ready-to-run bodies or kits, the majority of
which now give the option of springing, and are a popular choice for modellers wishing to construct chassis in EM or P4. Chassis
continue to be updated, and work is progressing on some new products. The latest additions are an updated chassis for the BR
Britannia and a GWR/BR Driving Trailer kit. We stock stock Mashima motors and a range of gearboxes, including a two-stage
design and drive extenders to give 38, 46 and 50:1 ratios, Romford/Markits locomotive and coach wheels, and their own wide
range of etched, cast and turned small components.

Coopercraft, The Willows, Broom Lane, Oake, Taunton, Somerset, TA4 1BE

Stand number 3 first floor

Tel: 01823 461961 www.cooper-craft.co.uk E-mail: coopercraft@googlE-mail.com
Coopercraft will have their own ranges of kits for sale including the Coopercraft coach, wagons and lineside kits, Slater's 4mm coaches, wagons
and hopefully lineside kits, Kirk LNER coaches, and Mailcoach kits. The newly taken over Blacksmith range of 4 mm engines, coaches wagons,
and lineside kits will also be available, together with some of the spare parts. Special items can be collected at the show if ordered in advance.

“On Sunday evening I felt . . . the post-Scaleforum euphoria from two stimulating days spent in the company of
like-minded individuals.”
Andy Farquarson in 1991
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Dart Castings, 17 Hurst Close, Staplehurst, Kent, TN12 0BX

Stand number 21 main hall

Tel: 01580 892917 www.dartcastings.com E-mail: nigel.hate@btconnect.com
Dart Castings produce a range of white metal detailing kits and accessories including livestock and horse drawn vehicles, now including the MJT range of
suspension and compensation systems, together with wagon and coach detailing components, The range of Monty’s Model figures and accessories continues
to expand and includes seated passengers. Also on sale will be the Shire Scenes range of etched brass detail kits.

Dave Bradwell, South Muirnich Cottage, Gorthleck, Inverness, IV2 6YP

Stand number 42 main hall

Tel: 01456 486377 www.davebradwell.co.uk or www.scalefour.org (hosted) E-mail: dave@davebradwell.co.uk
I supply quality etched kits incorporating sprung suspension, including full loco and tender kits for LNER classes K1, WD, J27 and Q6. Clearances for
P4 are designed-in and generous bearing surfaces are provided to ensure a reliable, hard working model with an accurate, detailed body. LNER standard
tenders are available separately: the flat sided 4200 gallon varieties and all the smaller 3500 gallon types. The NER tenders from the above kits cover
all popular NER classes as built and several LNER types which acquired second hand tenders after grouping. Chassis kits are available for A1, N2, 9F,
J39, B1 and incorporate all the smooth running principles outlined above. Further variations of B1 and J39 can be produced by substituting a new
tender as described above. Hopper wagons are a speciality, with detailing parts for the Hornby/Dapol 21 ton, a complete 13 ton, the unique Tyne
Dock/Consett iron ore wagons and NCB types. At the rear of the train, my etched brake van chassis does wonders for the old Airfix kit (or indeed any
other make) and simplifies the task of glazing the ends. I also have an LNER AVB wagon underframe and various bits and pieces – in particular an
etched plate for springing wagons. Coaches are also catered for, with the sprung bogies by Chris Pendlenton, available in a variety of wheelbases
including 10 ft for the Hornby Pullmans and his coach coupling too.

David Geen Model Railway Kits, 30 Silverwood Close, Dale Park, Harlepool, TS27 3QF
Tel• 01429 269600
www.scalefour.org•
E-mail: david.geen1@ntlworld.com
Stand number 5 first floor
•David produces a comprehensive range of wagon kits covering a number of pre- and post-grouping companies, as well as private owner tank
wagons. His range of etched brass coach kits continues to expand, and future additions will include a small range of GWR clerestory coaches.
A selection of lineside accessories is also available. In addition, David distributes the Malcolm Mitchell 4mm locomotive kit range.

DC Kits, 111 Norwood Crescent, Stanningley, Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS28 6NG

Stand number 40 main hall

Tel: 01132 563415 www.dckits-devideos.co.uk
E-mail: charlie@dckits.co.uk
We have today a range of models, cars, DVDs, books, wheels, digital sounds and decoders along with the REALTRACK models ranges of FLA
Wagons, and hopefully the 'ALL NEW' Class 144 DMU.• We still produce our DMU kits but these are now done for Pre-Orders at shows, please
see the web site for details of the range on offer. Please ask if you cannot see what you want on the stand.

Eileen’s Emporium, Unit 19.12, Highnam Business Centre, Newent Road, Gloucester, GL2 8DN
Tel: 01531 828009 www.eileensemporium.com E-mail: sales@eileensemporium.com
Stand number 49 main hall
Eileen’s Emporium offers an unsurpassed selection of precision sheet, strip, angles, sections, tube, rod and wire in brass, nickel silver, copper,
phosphor bronze and others, not forgetting BA and metric nuts and bolts in brass and steel, plastic sheets strips and sections from Evergreen,
Plastruct, Slaters and our own styrene in White, Black and Clear, including large sheets. Eileen's also supplies the Chassis2 assembly jig from
Avonside Works and has now also incorporated etched components from Bill Bedford. All these are complemented by an extensive range of
good quality tools, air brushes, solders, fluxes, adhesives, craft knives, scalpels, saw blades, drill bits, dies, screws, which together make this
stand a must-see for all active and would-be modellers.

Exactoscale, 20 Waterson Vale, Moulsham Lodge, Chelmsford, Essex, CM2 9PB
Tel: 01245 263779
www.exactoscale.co.uk E-mail: info@p4track.co.uk
Stand number 48 main hall
The Exactoscale range continues to expand and includes wagon chassis conversion kits, loco, coach and wagon wheels, brake gear, sprung buffer units,
scale couplings, easy to assemble gearboxes and loco suspension units (both metal and plastic moulded hornguide versions). All of our new range of
wheels will be available, covering a large number of GN, GE, LNER and BR(E) locomotives, plus driving wheels for the GWR King and SR N mogul.
Detailed specifications will be found on Exactoscale’s web site.
Meanwhile, the P4Track Company provides easy-to-build fully detailed track to P4 standards. The range now includes 1:8 diamond crossing and single
and double slip kits. A starter pack is available for those wishing to try their hand at track construction. Turnouts come as complete kits with rails
precision-cut to length, check rails formed to shape, the crossing with wing rails pre-assembled, and switch rails assembled to their adjacent stock
rails. A complete set of correct pattern chairs is included. Only those skills needed to construct any detailed plastic kit are required. Note that the special
switch and crossing chairs used in the kits will now be available separately.

Extreme Etchings/Shawplan, 2 Upper Dunstead Road, Langley Mill, Nottinghamshire, NG16 4GR
Tel: 01773 718648 www.shawplan.com E-mail: brian@shawplan.com
Stand number 14 first floor
Brian Hanson bought Shawplan Model Products from Graham Shaw in July 2008 with the objective of developing the range of nameplates and detailing
components available to modellers of the diesel and electric era. With the quality of RTR models available from the main manufacturers these days it
was clear to him that the aftermarket detailing range would need a thorough overhaul to keep up. So why ‘Extreme’ etchings? Having worked in the
engineering industry as a toolmaker for the best part of 25 years, he knows attention to detail is paramount. All of the new ‘Extreme Etchings’ range
of components are meticulously researched and wherever possible measured from the original then drawn out at exact size in 4mm scale. This ‘no
compromise’ approach leads to some quite challenging etching processes making the best use of modern etching techniques particularly for fine mesh
and grille work, and widespread use is made of stainless steel as the etching medium for strength (most of the roof fan grilles in the new range are
0.002” (0.05 mm) half etched down to 0.001”(0.025 mm) to create the weave patterns!). Plans include expanding the detailing components/nameplates
range, introducing a new range of laser cut ‘plug n play’ glazing and developing fully sprung locomotive drive systems/bogies. Feel free to have a look
around, or just stop by for a chat.

Falcon Figures, 20 Millvale Meadows, Milland, Liphook, Hampshire, GU30 7LZ
Tel: 01428 741426 E-mail: masterpiecefalconfigures@yahoo.co.uk
Stand number 9 first floor
Falcon Figures produces the Masterpiece figures range which have been around for nearly•twenty years, the finescale figures which have detail
and character. While we do quality figures for the 7mm•and On30 modellers, our greatest ranges are for the•4mm modeller with cab crews
now being produced for the detailed•cabs of specific classes of locos. We cast all our figures in good quality lead-free pewter. All of the 4mm
ranges are also available as•painted sets. A fully illustrated list is available and mail order is a speciality.

Golden Age Models, PO Box 888, Swanage, Dorset, BH19 9AE
Tel: 01929 480210 www.goldenagemodels.net
E-mail quentin@goldenagemodels.net
Stand number 31 main hall
Golden Age Models specialise in the production of fully finished, ready-to-run high quality brass models of Pullman cars in 4mm scale as well
as O gauge and gauge 1. The 4mm scale models are provided with 00 or P4 wheels as required and bogies have sprung axleboxes. The
range includes brake, parlour, bar and kitchen cars as well as the Devon Belle observation car. A recent addition to the range is a 5 car Brighton
Belle set and a range of A4 steam locomotives. Locomotive planned include the Merchant Navy Class and other types of coaches.

Gramodels, 18 Lower Tail, Carpenders Park, Watford, WD19 5DD

Stand number 44 main hall

Tel:07833 364272 www.gramodels.co.uk
E-mail alygra@btinternet.com
Gramodels offer a unique range of hand-produced military vehicles cast in resin, for use as wagon loads, and display items such as Nissen
Huts and pillboxes. Newly available is a 4mm compensated diamond-frame bogie for my Warflat wagon, which can carry the vehicles. All kits
are manufactured to a high degree of accuracy and detail.
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Stand number 30 main hall

Tel:01905 24298 www.green-scene.co.uk E-mail: john.s.lloyd@lineone.net
Green Scene manufactures a range of high quality scenic modelling accessories. Products include track ballast, scatter and foliage materials,
tree making kits and even snow and water. A textured bark finish for trees is available, as is a landscaping compound which contains natural
fibres mixed with a high mechanical strength plaster.

G W Models, 11 Croshaw Close, Lancing, West Sussex BN15 9LE

Stand number 23 main hall

Tel: 01903 767231
George Watts offers his range of tools including quartering jigs, wheel pullers, bending rollers, bending bars, precision rivet embossing tools
and back to back gauges. Also available will be a range of good quality secondhand model railway and prototype railway magazines.

High Level Kits, 14 Tudor Road, Chester-le-Street, County Durham, DH3 3RY

Stand number 7 first floor

Tel: 0191 388 2112
E-mail chris@highlevelkits.co.uk
Despite the recession, High Level Kits still have their full range of loco kits in production• – the Black Hawthorn and Neilson Y5 0-4-0STs
in particular prove that you don’t need to build a ‘King’ or ‘Royal Scot’ to experience the pleasures of putting together an absolutely
state-of-the-art loco kit. The well-established ‘Precision’ range of gearboxes is the automatic choice of many modellers in the
post-Portescap era, and if you’re having problems describing how best to motorise your next project loco, bring it along (with drawings
if possible) and Chris will advise. Reflecting recent trends towards a marriage of convenience between finescale modelling and top-end
RTR, High Level have a growing range of chassis kits for such popular locos as the Bachmann ‘Jinty’ and Pannier tank and the
Hornby/Dapol ‘Pug’ – the latest is the Dean Goods and a tender chassis for GWR prototypes. The needs of kit- and scratchbuilders are
not forgotten and the most exciting development here is a modular system for installing Continuous Springy Beams (CSBs). The key
elements are High Level’s hornblocks and carrier tags that work in conjunction with a simple jig for setting up the CSB supports using
a set of fixed dimensions (available online courtesy of Russ Elliot).

Hobby Holidays, The Spinney, Low Street, Beckingham, Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN10 4PY
Tel: 01427 848979 www.hobbyholidays.co.uk
E-mail: phil@hobbyholidays.co.uk
Stand number 35 main hall
Hobby Holidays run specialist workshops,where you can learn from a range of expert modellers while enjoying good company and good farmhouse
food. Phil Atkinson designed his “Master Chassis” as a precision-made jig to aid assembly of solid, compensated or sprung chassis. Along with ball
bearings he sells a ange of brass and plastic sections, glues, solvents, screws etc, and top quality tools and soldering stations.

Ian Penberth, 12 Fieldside, Long Wittenham, Abingdon, Oxofordshire, OX14 4QB
Tel: 01865 407395 E-mail: ian@devryn.plus.com
Stand number 11 first floor
We welcome to Scaleforum for the first time Ian Penberth who is developing a ranged of etched components to aid the construction of sprung
bogies for ready-to-run diesel locomotives. Ian will have a selection of his component son sale and examples of locos fitted with sprung bogies.

Inter-City Models, 1 Halvosso Vean, Longdowns, Cornwall, TR10 9DN.

Stand number 45 main hall

Tel. 01209 860851
www.intercitymodels.com
E-mail: pete@intercitymodels.com
Inter-City Models is Britain’s most southerly model railway manufacturer, producing its own range of kits and detailing parts of the
post-modernisation period for P4, EM, OO and O. We stock Cambrian, C-Rail, DC Kits, Evergreen Styrene, Exactoscale, K & S Metals,
Parkside Dundas, P4Track Co., ‘PreCut’ Signs, Railmatch Paint, Romford, Shawplan, Shire Scenes, Smith’s couplings, and ‘Superoller’
wheels, as well as transfers, glues, fillers, scenic materials, BA nuts and bolts, motor and axle bearings, adjustable legs, joiners and
alignment dowels for baseboard construction, including wire, switches, LEDs and all those other difficult-to-get items for the modeller.
We are the sole UK distributor of ‘ModelTorque’ replacement Lima motors, and we have just started producing a range of etched cabside
and smokebox number plates for BR(WR) locos. We offer a mail order service, accepting all major credit and debit cards. Callers are
welcome, but please telephone in advance.

Judith Edge Kits, 5 Chapel Lane, Carlton, Barnsley, South Yorkshire, S71 3LE
Tel: 01226 722309

www.ukmodelshops.co.uk/calalogues/judithedge.html

Stand number 4 first floor

E-mail: medge@aol.com

Judith Edge Kits produce an expanding range of etched brass kits covering diesel and electric locomotives, both industrial
and BR prototypes. Recent releases include a Vanguard 0-6-0DH, Ruston 48DS and the LSWR Bo-Bo electric DS74. We are now up to three
steam locos with the addition of Hunslet 16" 0-6-0ST and the LMS Kitson 0-4-0ST.

Kevin Robertson/Noodle Books, PO Box 279, Corhampton, Southampton, Hampshire, SO32 3ZX
Tel. 01489 877880 www.kevinrobertsonbooks.co.uk
E-mail: sales@kevinrobertsonbooks.co.uk
Stand number 27 main hall
Purveyor of quality railway books to a discerning clientele! Aside from our own published range of titles, we stock a wide selection of UK
railway books from most of the principal railway publishers - plus a unique range of bargain titles. Amongst books published in 2012 are The
Southern Way - Issue. No 20, GWR Signal Box Cats - liveries and allocations, and Modelling the Southern. We will also have copies of our
popular 2012 title: ‘Railway Breakdown Cranes - Part 1’ by Peter Tatlow. As well as our own titles, come and see the biggest selection of
books at the show. A prompt and secure (post-free) mail order service is available

London Road Models, PO Box 643, Watford, Hertfordshire, WD24 5DZ

Stand number 24 main hall

www.londonroadmodels.co.uk
London Road Models began supplying 4mm etched kits in 1988 with a range of LNWR 50 foot carriages. Since then the range has steadily
expanded, providing one of the largest ranges of kits for the pre and post grouping periods. Recent releases include the LNWR Teutonic 2-2-2-0
etched entirely in nickel silver and supplied with an 1800 gallon tender. Other new kits include the LT&SR class I 4-4-2 tank and the LNWR
2-4-2 radial tank. Planned additions to the range include the LNWR D14 long wheelbase timber truck and two NLR tank locos.

Martin Finney Kits, 1 Poolestown Cottages, Thornhill, Stalbridge, Stuminster Newton, Dorset, DT10 3SQ
Tel. 01963 362400 web site: http://website.lineone.net/~cbwesson/• E-mail: martin.finney@virgin.net Stand number 39 main hall
Martin will have on sale his complete range of high-quality etched 4mm locomotive kits portraying GWR, LNER and LSWR prototypes and the
well received wagon kits for LSWR 18’ low-roofed vans. In addition, a selection of etched detailing parts will be available. He hopes to be able
to present the first in a range of kits for LSWR 56’ corridor carriages.

Mike King – Southern Drawings 16 Barricane, St Johns Hill Road, Woking, Surrey GU21 7RB
Stand number 12 first floor
Mike King returns with his range of 4mm scale drawings of Southern Railway, Southern region and the constituent pre-grouping companies
coaches, wagons and Pullman cars, including livery and lettering details and historical notes. The range now numbers almost 250 drawings
and covers the period 1870 to the 1990s, so if your modelling interest falls within this period, you should be able to find something of interest.
Please see list for current prices and availability. Drawings are available by post (sent rolled) from the above address.

"We create our own atmosphere - this was just any old sports hall. Now it is Scaleforum."
Philip Hall in 1991
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Mike Thorp (Photographs), New House Cottage, Provender Lane, Norton, Faversham, Kent, ME13 0ST
Tel: 01795 520169
Stand number 18 main hall
Mike will have on display some 15,000 black and white pictures of railway stations, locomotives etc, covering the pre-grouping period up to
the early 1970s. All major and some minor UK railway companies are covered along with a selection of some European railways and others
from further afield. Many prints by LPC/F. Moore, Real Photos and L&GRP are on offer together with new glossy prints on double weight card
by Jim Ashton covering post war SR and BR(S) locomotives, coaches and scenes.

Model Railway Developments, 6 The Square, Carshalton, Surrey, SM5 3BN

Stand number 41 main hall

Tel: 0845 644 1101 www.emardee.org.uk E-mail: hubert@emardee.org.uk
Model Railway Developments is primarily devoted to providing better models which are easier to build, and to build well. On sale will
be our improvement kits for the Ratio model of the GWR Iron Mink, and the Coopercraft Cattle Van. We also offer a simple jig for fitting
rainstrips to the roofs of GWR vans. We produce a wagon underframe system, including brakegear, for 9 ft wheelbase wagons (RCH
standard) and also a simple torsion sprung set of components including a wheelbase jig, w-irons etc. We now offer a range of more
than 30 types of sprung buffers, for wagons and coaches together with basic bogies to suit all common coach bogies from 7 ft to 10 ft
wheel base. These provide a simple frame with swing link. Our coach underframe system is a simple frame with adjustable cross
members and bogie pivots, on which all the underneath details can be mounted. Finally we can offer the full range of the Victorian
Collection – the 4mm scale cast figures and animals.

MMS models, PO Box 626, Folkestone, Kent, CT20 9AF

Stand number 10 first floor

Tel: 07887 623286 www.mmsmodels.co.uk E-mail info@mmsmodels.co.uk
MMS models represent the pinnacle in whitemetal construction kits. Four ranges feature the vehicles, guns and troops of WW2, in
constant 1:76 scale. The new “Civvy St.” range of pre- and post-war transport models adds an extra dimension. Robust and easy
to assemble, MMS models are ideally suited to wargamers and yet, have the accuracy and wealth of detail that gives satisfaction
to serious modelmakers.

Mousa Models (Bill Bedford), 745 High Road, Leytonstone, London, E11 4QS

Stand number 2 first floor

Tel: 020 8133 7547
www.mousa.biz
E-mail: sales@mousa.biz
Mousa Models is introducing a completely new range of resin-based kits of coaches, wagons and locomotives. The aim is to simplify building
by reducing the content count to the minimum. Look out for Metropolitan coaches, an S&DJR loco and wagons from the NSR, NER and others.

Parkside Dundas, Millie Street, Kirkcaldy, Fife KY1 2NL

Stand number 16 main hall

Tel/Fax 01592 640896
www.parksidedundas.co.uk E-mail: sales@parksidedundas.co.uk
The Parkside Dundas stand has a wealth of 4mm scale injection-moulded plastic rolling stock kits covering the railway scene mainly
from 1910. The range comprises over 75 complete kits together with underframe kits and other accessories. The celebrated wheel
exchange service will operate for those modelling to the finer standards. A recent addition to the range has been the GWR Goods
Van, building as V12, 14 or 16. We have Modelmaster and Old Time Workshop transfers, many of which have been produced
specifically for the Parkside range of kits. Supporting products include Hollar Models goods van labels, LMS cast buffers, Roger
Smith’s couplings, Red Panda and C Rail Intermodal. A selection of 009 narrow gauge loco and rolling stocks will also be on sale.
Parkside Dundas are steadily introducing new models so a visit to their stand is essential to find out what is new and perhaps to
suggest future kits.

Phoenix Precision Paints, PO Box 8238, Chelmsford, Essex, CM1 7WY

Stand number 17 main hall

Tel: 01268 730549
www.phoenix-paints.co.uk E-mail : sales@pheonix-paints.co.uk
This extensive range of authentic railway colours covering the whole range of railway development in the UK from pre-grouping to
the current period will be on sale together with varnishes, primers and thinners. Where possible paints are based on official
specifications. With a range of almost 400 colours, most needs can be met. Also available is an extensive range of traction engine
and bus colours along with the SuperClean airbrush cleaning spray and SuperStrip paint remover for the removal of factory-applied
finishes on plastic models. We also have on sale a range of pure sable brushes ranging from No. 6 to 0000 at prices well below
those found in art shops.

Prickley Pear Products, Blackdown Mill House, Mill lane, Punnetts Town, Heathfield, East Sussex. TN21 9HX
Tel: 01732 368911
Stand number 19 main hall
About ten years ago we introduced three etched brass kits for early Great North of Scotland Railway coaches. Like a lot of vintage railway
carriages they have flat sides, simple arc roofs and are very short which makes building them quite straightforward. These have sold well and
we have now started work on a loco kit to go with them and this is now almost ready to go into production.

Railroom Electronics, c/o 20 Avon Drive, Wareham, Dorset, BH20 4EL

Stand number 47 main hall

Tel:01929 550622 www.railroomelectronics.co.uk
E-mail: railroom@talktalk.net
We stock a comprehensive range of the following items: Viessmann, Langley Models, Model Power & Railroom Electronics range of
working street, platform & yard lamps. Eckon, Berko, Traintronics, Model Power and Viessmann colour light signals, Peco, Hornby,
Seep, Cobalt ,Tortoise and Fulgurex point motors and accessories, DCC products, ESU, Hornby, Gaugemaster & Bachmann. We also
stock a large range of electrical and electronic components, a range of working tail lamps and control modules for shuttle working,
fire and welding modules and level crossing control. Other products include a motor & gear box kit for Peco turntables and a range
of gears, motors, shafts•& accessories. All major credit and debit cards and Paypal accepted. Mail order only.

Road Transport Images, 17 Foxdene Road, Seasalter, Whitstable, Kent. CT5 4QY
www.roadtransportimages.com
Stand number 25 main hall
A host of new products in many categories is now available on the new list of road transport items recently issued by Road
T ransport Images run by Frank Waller and Bob Fridd. The list now contains 140 mainly British cabs spanning a period from
1930 to the current time: over 70 are available for immediate purchase at the show. All cabs show their years of manufacture,
so often missing from other ranges. They are now moving into lighter vehicles with the introduction of the Bedford PC 10 cwt.
car-derived 1946-52 van sold complete with chassis and wheels for £10; the light Bedford J type cab is reintroduced to
accompany a new pick-up style open body/chassis, very popular with small businesses and travellers in the 1960/70s with
actual preserved examples worth a small fortune today. Accuracy and fine detail are the hallmark of this ‘cottage industry’
company with cabs, chassis, 40+ body styles, wheels and detail accessories all sold separately, not as kits. Over 100 transfer
sets are on sale, plus a range of information sheets at £2 each dealing with a wide range of related subjects including numerous
fleet details, liveries and colour mixing details.

Roger Carpenter, 407 Highters Heath Lane, Hollywood, Birmingham, B14 4TH

Stand number 22 main hall

Tel: 0121 4308769
Roger’s stock covers a wide selection of subjects, mainly in postcard size, featuring locomotives, trains, stations and lineside subjects.
These cover the whole of the UK and Ireland and include minor , light and industrial railways, some continental railways and some
tramways views. All these subjects cover the period from the 1890s to the 1970s. Included in Roger’s stock are prints from the
“Lens of Sutton” collection and lists relating to this collection will be available to purchase. In addition Roger will be selling some
components from the 4mm range produced by N-Brass Models and a small selection of new and secondhand books.
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Roxey Mouldings, 58 Dudley Road, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey, KT12 2JU

Stand number 29 main hall

Tel: 01932 245439 On-line shop at www.roxeymouldings.co.uk E-mail: dave@roxeymouldings.co.uk
Dave Hammersley of Roxey Mouldings has been designing finescale coach kits since 1972. After forty years the range continues to
grow. The Roxey Mouldings range contains a comprehensive selection of etched brass coach and EMU kits and accessories for the
Southern Railway and its constituent companies, together with the GWR, S&DJR and Metropolitan Railway. Also available is a range
of etched and cast kits for locomotives and wagons. Complementing these is a selection of etched detailing parts and rub-down
transfers.• The transfers include a sheet for BR Southern Region coaches with set numbers, coach numbers and van loads. Dave
also sells Phoenix-Precision paint, Mashima/Tenshodo motors and bogies and Markits/Romford accessories. Visit the web site for
the secure Roxey online store.

RT Models, 75 Yew Tree Close, Spring Gardens, Shrewsbury, SY1 2UR
www.rtmodels.co.uk
E mail: info@rtmodels.co.uk
Stand number 13 first floor
RT Models caters mainly for 4mm scale with standard and narrow gauge kits and parts covering the mainline and industrial railways. The range
of kits and parts is ever-increasing and also includes the former Bal Models, Clarke kits and recently Albert Goodall ranges.

South Eastern Finecast•Glenn House•Hartfield Road•Forest Row•East Sussex•RH18 5DZ
Tel: 01342 824711• Fax• 01342 822270••• ••• www.sefinecast,co.uk
Stand number 38 main hall
•South Eastern Finecast will have available from their stand, a comprehensive range of Locomotive, Chassis, Car and Traction Engine kits.
Also available will be the Flushglaze windows and a growing range of Building Sheets.

Southwark Bridge Models, 7 Carne Close, Chandler’s Ford, Eastleigh, Hampshire, SO3 1HH
Tel: 02380 262414
www.sbmodels.org
E-mail: ivansmith@talktalk.net
Stand number 36 main hall
Southwark Bridge Models produces a range of more than 60 coach and rolling stock kits plus lineside accessories, mainly based on LSWR and
GWR prototypes. The range includes Engineers’ Dept vehicles, Toad and brake vans, directors’ saloons, 6-wheel block sets and other coaching
stock. Custom transfers are available for the kits in the range. Accessories include point levers, barrows, platform seats, signal and signal
ladders and a selection of period bicycles. The aim is to produce high quality kits with little or no compromise from the prototype which fit
together easily and accurately with clear and comprehensive instructions.

Wild Swan Publications,
1-3 Hagbourne Road, Didcot, Oxfordshire QX11 8DP

Stand number 33 main hall

Tel: 01235 816478
Wild Swan publishes Model Railway Journal as well as a range of magazines covering prototype material of the GWR, MR, LMS and BR. Back
numbers of all of these will be available, together with the extensive range of high quality books on modelling and prototype topics. Recent
new publications will be on sale.

Wizard

Models,

PO

Box

70,

Barton

upon

Humber,

DN18

5XY

Tel:01652 635885 [24 hrs] Mob:0778 894 0312 www.wizardmodels.co.uk
E-mail: andrew@modelsignals.com
Stand number 28 main hall
The MSE arm of Wizard Models produces the most comprehensive range of
semaphore signalling parts in 4mm (and other) scales. These are packaged in
component form for the modeller to construct signalling in the same way as the
prototype: arms, finials, posts, brackets and accessories are selected and
assembled, enabling you to recreate most prototype designs on your layout. A
number of complete kits for the more common prototypes are also available, as
are the first parts in a new range of colour light signals. The first in a new range
of "ready-to-run" semaphore signals will also be on sale. Items such as lever
frames, and level crossings are provided in kit form to complete the range. Wizard
Models is also the parent of the 51L range of 4mm scale locomotive, carriage and
wagon kits and components. This range is continuing to expand, with new wagon
kits in development covering prototypes from around 1900 to the present day.
Also available exclusively from Wizard Models are the Sprat & Winkle Line and DG
autocouplings for 2, 3, 4 and 7mm scales. We also carry a range of useful materials
for the modeller , including point motors, solvents, solder , and fluxes. For details
of all our products, ask for a price list on the stand, send five first class stamps
to the above address, or visit the web site, where you can shop online.

ZTC Controls, PO Box 95, Langport, Somerset•TA10 1AR
Tel:

0845

467

4240

www.ztccontrols.co.uk

E-mail:

sales@ztccontrols.co.uk

Stand number 46 main hall
ZTC Controls is the only supplier of DCC equipment manufactured in England and under the
ownership of Neil Kinison aims to provide a friendly and helpful service to both existing and
new customers. Please contact us for your DCC requirements.

Our 21st year at Leatherhead be part of it
Published•as•part•of•Scalefour•News•No.•179.
Edited•and•designed•by•Jim•Summers•for•the•Scalefour•Society.
Copyright is held by the authors, photographers and the Society.

Railway Children,
1 The Commons,
Sandbach CW11 1EG
www.railwaychildren.org.uk
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